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The thesis of Dr. Jan Serek addresses the explanation of civic development during the
adolescent period drawing from the theoretical background of the ecological model. It
includes seven empirical studies, involving large representative samples of adolescents from
Czech Republic as well as other European countries, across two decades, and using a
quantitative approach. Each study addresses the explanation of civic development in
adolescence focusing on specific factors and processes, though connected within the
broader ecological framework.
The ecological perspective is well known and established in the developmental literature,
even though its predictions to the specific domain of civic development, including the
explanations of the directions of the influences between the variety of influencing factors and
processes (at individual level as well as in the different systems), have been so far
insufficiently explored. A valuable contribution of the thesis is the convincing attempt to
derive and operationalise elements of the model, without neglecting its complexity and
interdependencies, by testing a set of novel and original hypotheses on the operation of
factors and processes at the different systemic levels, thus offering a “fresh” view that
improves our understanding of civic development. Among them, the findings on the impact of
adolescent participation experiences (and thus, their agentic role) on the formation of their
civic knowledge and attitudes; the role of historical factors and societal changes that impact
on generations and cohorts of youth; of macrosocial factors that characterize different
national contexts in which young people engage; of a “neglected” component of the family
microsystem like siblings; of individual level personality dispositions. Altogether, the seven
empirical studies that compose the thesis nicely demonstrate how both environmental and
contextual factors and individual differences need to be jointly considered in order to provide
explanations of the phenomenon. Moreover, the studies convincingly show the need to
address the contents of adolescent participation and the specific activities that young people
engage in, including their quality and empowering potential.
The methodological approach is sound and the use of longitudinal data strengthens the
validity of the associations among variables, traditionally tested mostly through cross

